MLAS System Upgrade - Map Viewer

Updated versions of the Mining Lands Administration System (MLAS) are tested and installed regularly as part of our ongoing efforts to bring you one of the most comprehensive mining lands management systems in the world. The following improvements have been made to the map viewer:

Map Viewer Updates:

- Mining claims now have a transparency slider.
- Mining claim labels stay visible even when the user slides the transparency bar to 100 per cent making the fill color transparent.
- When two or more Plans and Permits documents are displayed for a claim when searched using the “Plans and Permits” search function, you can now link to either an active or expired plan or permit document.
- The map viewer disclaimer will only “pop up” once when you use the map viewer each time you log into MLAS.
- The Map Information Legend is now a static “image” legend with added topographic information.
- When the user selects “printing” on the map tool, the legend is now a static image.
- The wording on abstracts for “extension date” has been updated to “due date”.
- The drill hole data is now up-to-date.
- The “Search by Location” tool on the Map Viewer (located under the Map Information tab – and choosing Map Coordinate) now allows the user to select one of three coordinate references, instead of just one.
- Geology “points” have been moved up in Map Layers giving them priority when selected and will be drawn “on top” of all other layers making them more visible.
- French-language translations are now available in the Map Viewer.
- The legend has been updated to the current layers used on the viewer and the heading “Mining Lands” has been changed to “Legend”.
- The viewer has been tested and is now fully functional using your Internet Explorer browser.

For More Information
If you have any questions about this matter call the Mining Lands Section at 1-888-415-9845 or email us at MLAS.TSU@ontario.ca.